"Have you used the paper evaluation system?"

Yes : 61 / 75 % of 81 respondents.

No : 20 / 24 % of 81 respondents.

"Which evaluation system allows you to provide more detailed comments?"

Paper evaluations system : 7 / 8 % of 81 respondents.

No response : 10 / 12 % of 81 respondents.

No difference : 28 / 34 % of 81 respondents.

Electronic evaluation system : 36 / 44 % of 81 respondents.

"Have you experienced any problems accessing or using the electronic evaluation system?"

No response : 18 / 22 % of 81 respondents.

No : 48 / 59 % of 81 respondents.

Yes : 15 / 18 % of 81 respondents.

"Of the two evaluation systems, which one do you prefer?"

Internet evaluation : 62 / 76 % of 81 respondents.

Paper evaluation : 10 / 12 % of 81 respondents.

None of the above : 9 / 11 % of 81 respondents.

"If you answered yes to the previous question, did you consider it a useful method to provide feedback about the Professor and the course?"

Yes, I found it very useful mostly because at one point the professor was putting what I considered abusive statements in the one section of Oncourse. I printed them out and put them in the envelope during evaluation. If I had been using an online or electronic system that would have been impossible for me to do. And I am not real positive that online stuff is really that anynoumous
It was ok, could be improved to explain in more detail

Yes i did.

Yes, gives one a chance to write their views and comments

I think it can be useful, but since it takes up class time, I think students feel rushed and don't often give thoughtful or honest responses.

relatively useful. it is the only system I have used.

yes. i never used electronic system.

It could be useful, but writing down a lot of comments does not seem like something I usually want to do. I would rather type them.

Somewhat usefull but cumbersome. It requires that a third party read and transcribe any written comments to avoid the professor knowing the source.

Not really.

Yes, because you could write your own feedback.

Yes, it was useful I guest.

Useful, but tedious and awkward.
Not much of a good method. It took time and effort to do it

It works, but it is wasteful and would be better if they were done on the computer

yes, it was ok but at times it could be a little long

Yes I did.

At times yes, but then there were classes that most of the questions on the forms did not apply to the class. This was mostly with the Arts classes, mostly voice.

It was a little confusing, since the paper form used doesn't exactly match what we're being asked to do.

Certainly ANY feedback requested (and accepted) from students regarding classes and professors I would consider a "useful" tool. The paper method seemed adequate to me.

I don't think they make a bit of difference. If a professor has tenure she/he is untouchable. If it is an adjunct professor, they are treated so poorly by the administration, and even if the students LOVE them, they will not be offered a full time job. So, I guess the answer is No, I don't think they are used or useful.

While I have used both the electronic and paper method, I felt that the paper method was more convenient. I spent quite a bit of time on an electronic response, but the computer would not transmit my data because of overload. As a result, I did not provide feedback on the course/professor.

Yes I did, but I prefer the online evaluation. I have one comment about the online evaluation. I think it should be required that the professor not be in the lab walking around while students are submitting the evaluation.

not really

http://maginot.homeunix.org/cgi-bin/results.pl
No. The paper surveys were most often handed out immediately preceding a final exam or at the end of the class before the final exam. I have never felt that adequate time was provided so that I could respond accurately.

Yes.

It was very useful to provide feedback to the professor. There was areas to elaborate if you felt strongly one way or another.

It is okay, but using the electronic system you can have more time and privacy to make more accurate comments.

Yes, but it seems to take quite a bit of class time.

No because the questions were too broad

I thought it worked reasonably well though it makes it tough to summarize any information

It was okay, nothing special.

Yes, I consider it's a good method because allow student express their opinions about the class and the teacher

Some of them ask more specific questions and that is better. Plus it always helps to have a space for additional comments.

yes, for myself it gives me a chance to vent or compliment. no for other students because you can see they clearly do not take the time. It should be mandatory to give at least a one sentence comment.I would like to know what other students put down as well,anonymous of course

http://maginot.homeunix.org/cgi-bin/results.pl
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I did feel that it was useful however, given the choice of writing or typing I would always choose to type.

"If you answered yes, please describe the problem you experienced."

my username and password weren't recognized and I had to reset them.

Couldn't get into the site, tried for a few hours

I feel as though the electronic evaluation, while useful, is not completed by as many students because it requires out of class thought and effort.

i never used electronic system.

Too much traffic at the site, wouldn't let me in at certain times

I think there should be an easier method of delivery/use for the links we have to manually type in, in order to use the evaluation form. A shorter series of letters/numbers to type, or perhaps have a specific-to-us evaluation link emailed to our school email accounts.

Password confused "0" with letter "o"

I didn't have any problems with the internet evaluation, but I must admit that I have only completed the evaluation when the whole class was moved to a lab. Twice I was given the password and link, but I never got around to filling out the evaluation. Perhaps if I had complaints about the course/professor I may have taken the time to fill it out.

The electronic system I used could only be accessed once and I was somehow disconnected from the internet and could no longer get to the survey.
When I was trying to do the one for one of my English classes last sem. we were in a lab and no one in the class could get to site to come up. I also tryed after class on a different computer thinking it was because the whole was doing it at one time and the same thing happened.

The problem is, I didn't know there was one! We're just handed a piece of paper (grad school).

I do not know of its existence.

Never knew it existed. Was always handed an evaluation form.

sometimes i forget to do it or dont have time

it's gay

never have used the internet evaluation